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ABSTRACT
The emphasis in community colleges on teaching as a

primary faculty responsibility has frequently caused classroom
teaching to be divorced from scholarship. Although the teaching role
is not a necessary condition for successful scholarship, some form of
scholarship appears to be a necessary condition for successful
teaching over an extended period of time. Therefore, the stress on
teaching in community colleges may have actually led to a decline in
the quality of teaching. The facts that new colleges are not being
opened, that enrollments are declining, that funds for professional
development are scarce, and that community college faculty are aging
all reinforce the importance of scholarship as a means of enhancing
faculty members' performance and image as professionals. While at the
university level scholarship is equated with research, at the
community college level a more liberal definition of scholarship
should be employed, including professional activity,
research/publication, artistic endeavors, engagement with novel
ideas, community service, and pedagogy. The systematic processes
involved in each of these activities will do much to strengthen
teaching and combat boredom and burnout. Though examples of
schoIar-teachers exist on every campus, there is a need for the
formal encouragement, support, and reward that would institutionalize
the role of the scholar-teacher, and, in doing so, revitalize the
teaching role. (EJV)
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The camunity college developed, in part, as a respmse to the preoccupation of elite
universities with research (Peril la, 1986). Indeed, ors of the strengths of the calamity
college has been its comnitrent to student development. This commitment is evident in the
amount of resources devoted to counseling end Whoring, and in the emphasis cn teaching as
the primary faculty responsibility. Unforttrately, this Each9Bi8 has frequently caused
classroom teaching to be divorced from scholarship. If it is often assumed at the
research university that superior or popular teachers are inferior scholars, it is often
assumed at the camunity college that scholars cannot be good tee.chers. Cne consequence
of this assumption is a reluctsnoe- to hire Ma holders as commity oollege faculty
(Harrison, 1979; Smith, 1979).

Scholareillp and Itemizing

Although the teaching role is tot a necessary condition for succesatlil scholarship,
woe form of scholarship appears to be a necessary condition for suooeeaful teaching over
an exter&d period of tine. As a result, the stress on teaching in comardty colleges may
have led to a decline in the quality of teaching.

In an autobtogspilloal essay, on the importance of research for teaching, Ham A.
0 Schmitt (1965), a Wane history professor, argued that teaching wears one cut, that one

gets tired of it, and shat It can become monotonous. Crily the excitement of reeearch can
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keep the teacher vital: "rake research cut of a teacher's life and you modem him (or
her) to r, robot existence" (Schmitt, 1965). Sienty years after the appearance of
Schaitt's comments, Farina (1986) and Vaughan (1986) made simdlar observations. Since
Schmitt's time, the tens of the argument have charged to scholarship, faculty renewal,
and banout, but the message mains the sene: teaching struld mt be separated from
scholarstdp. Vaughan places his plea within a historical context and suggests that
recent developments in the ocomunity college world have ode the case for scholarship
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particularly compelling. The fact that new colleges are not being opened, that
enrollments are doclining, that flads for professional developnent are scarce, and that
comity college faculty are aging all reinforce the importance of scholarship as a means
of enhancing "both our performanoe and our image as professionals" (Vaughan, 1986, p. 14).
Mese developments, alcrg with the fact that community college professors have relatively
few opportunities to teach a variety of courses, necessitate the development of a
mechanism to prevent boredom and burnart.

In short, the concern that universities have expressed about the impact of the aging
of the faculty an the quality of scholarship (Qranener, 1981) should be paralleled at
causality collages by a concern for the impact of the graying process on The quality of
teaching. This concern must involve an analysis of the contribution of scholarly
activities to the quality of teaching.

%search al Scholarship and Teaching

Faia (1976) notes that the literature ertuiying the relationship between teaching and
scholarship is contradictory and limited. However, Faia's own research has implications
for calamity colleges. Analyzing data, collected from over 50,000 faculty ;umbers at 301
colleges, he ermined the relationship between teething proficiency, awards received for
teaching, and research productivity. At colleges where research was not strongly
qapasized, faculty members who published extensively were nearly twice as likely as
nonpubLtahars (31 percent vs. 17 percent) to have received teaching ELW9mis. At research-
oriented colleges the relationship vas much weaker (20 percent vs. 15 percent). Although
further &ply is needed, Nala's data should help alleviate fears that faculty members who
engage in scholarship and publication will not be able to function as effective
instructors. This is particularly true at institutions, such as camunity colleges, that
do not stress publishing.

This is not to suggest that elamainity colleges should adopt a "pub1.411 or perish"
policy or even that they should strees research and publishing activities. Sane-thing more
=lest is being suggested: came pity colleges should irstituticnalize the scholarship
component of the teaching role. This may include research and publishing; however, as
will be made clear below, scholarship is not limited to therm activities.

The Nature of Scholarship

Both Parilla (1986) and Vaughan (1986) point out that the concepts of research and
scholarship mist be clearly differentiated and that def1niticr of scholarship that are
appropriate to comminity colleges must be developed. I had the experience of offering a
staff development workshop at Hudson Canty Caununity College with the title, "Writirg
About the Ommunity College: Professional Obligations and Personal Opportunities." My

goal, to stimulate staff members to write publishable articles (preferably based on
research), was inappropriate. I should have discussed ways of stinulatirg professional
growth through an array of scholarly activities. The audience for the workshop was
0311121281 of minters of the student services department, mainly ocunselors, and not
faculty members. The point here is that the role of scholarship in the enienoetrant of
professional performance shy uld be explored across professions. Comunity college
personnel should be particularly sensitive to the role of all professionals, not only
teachers, in the development of at: dente.
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I Biggest that oamxnly accepted definitions of research and scholarship equate the
IMO activities because these definitions have, in general, been developed by imiversity-
bassi scholars for wham publishable research is by far the most significant, or only, form
of scholarship. This research is valued not for its ability to contribute to tea.chirg,
although it may make such a contribution, but for its ability to contribute to the
advancement of a research area, to the solution of an empirical or theoretical pmzle, or
to the development of a discipline.

Consequently, university scholarship is often evaluated on the degree to which it is
cited in subsequently published research (0romaner, 1981). If a work is a contribution to
the discipline, the none ef scholarship require that it be cited. The existence of the
Science Citation Index, the Social Sciences Citation Index, aid the Arts & Humanities
Citation Iniear makes such evaluations quite easy. However, citation analysis is an
inappropriate measure of the value of scholarship ocalucted at the calamity college.
Although camonity college professors may antritute to their disciplines, and such
contribution should be evaluated an the sane criteria as are the contributions of others,
these evaltations ana of ooncern to the discipline aid are not of primary concern to the
oamitnity college. Wet is of °mown here is the contritution of the work to teaching,.

In a study corducted by Pellino, Blackburn, and Boberg (1980, elm:et 90 percent of
the respondents at research-oriented universities replied in the affirmative when asked
"Are you actively involved in research which you expect to lead to publication?"
Predictably, only 22 peroent of the respondents at camutity oolleges gave an affirsative
response. In addition, approximately 60 percent of the °calamity college respondents
stated that they had rot been active in such research since graduate school. From an
institutional perspective, however, the question is not appropriate for calamity college
professors; it is certainly not relevant. An appropriate and relevant question is: "Are
you actively involved in scholarship which you expect to lead to an iroreese in the
quality of your teaching performed?" When asked to indicate the emit of time spent al
an "activity you =eider to be of a scholarly nature," excluding teaching aid immediate
classroom preparationt 95 percent of the camonity college professors indicated at least
ape hour per week; and over 20 percent irdicatel eleven or more hours.

tirfortunately, although a great amount of knowledge has been generated ocncerning the
development of quality research at the university, relatively little knowledge has been
generated concerning the relationship between various form of scholarship, includirg
research, and the quality of teaching at the cannunity college. In part, this reflects
value and stratification systems in higher education and, in part, it reflects the
separation of scholarship and teaching at the camtnity college.

At ills/Gent, given the state of our knowledge, I propose that we adopt the principle,
"Let a hundred Hewers blossom." Trat is, the most liberal definitions of scholarship
should be employed. Pellino, Blackburn and Boberg (1984 have identified six dimensions
of scholarship: professional activity; research/publication; artistic endeavor;
engagers:Int with novel ideas; oaaamity service; and pedagogy. &espies of each include
reviewing articles for a journal; publishing an article; performing or exhibiting an
artistic work; engaging in systematic stud/ to gain new knowledge or acquire a new
meant technique delivering a talk to a local civic or religious organization; and
preparing a new (and extensive) syllabus for a oourse. The systematic processes involved
in each of these activities will do much to strengthen teaching aid to combat boredar and
burnout.



Inetttutimalizaticn of SE:Warship

Examples of &oh:Aar/teachers exist an every owe. that is missirg is the farnel
encouragement, support end reward that would institutionalize the role of the
scholar/teacher. A rmber of positive ansequenoes would foiled fran the creation of such
a role.

The quality of teaching candidates would increase if they were informed that
scholarship is an integral part of the teaching. (This is certainly more likely to
attract quality candidates than is The statement, 'We are a two/ling institution are not
interested in research," or "If you do research, you are on your own.") Criteria for
tenure and pranotion evaluations would include, as one element, The demonstratice of
scholarly activity and of its relationship to teaching. Finally, in terms of ongoing
support, faculty development prcgrems would became more oontent-oriented, and strees 'What
to tee.ch" rather than "how to teach" (}grille, 1986, p. 2).

Intellectual =rem are at the heart of teaching. The institutionalization of
scholarship provides an opportanity for cam: unity collews to stress these ccncenis and,
in so doirg, to revitalize the teaching role.
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